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(57) ABSTRACT 

A manual scuff mark removal tool for removing random 
scuff marks from ?oor surfaces has an angulated head With 
a pad support block Which has a bottom surface and a front 
edge surface and de?nes toe and heel corners and edges. A 
handle projection is de?ned by the head and is oriented in 
obtuse angular relation With the pad support block and 
de?nes a handle receptacle receiving a handle With a hand 
grip. AWeight is preferably encapsulated Within the head for 
continuously applying a Weight induced doWnWard force to 
a ?oor during scuff mark removal. A replaceable pad is 
secured to and covers the bottom surface, front edge surface 
and the toe and heel corners of the pad support block and by 
selectively positioning the head of the tool, selected portions 
of the pad engages the ?oor surface being cleaned. 
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SCUFF MARK REMOVAL TOOL FOR FLOORS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention 

[0002] The present invention relates generally to manually 
utilized cleaning devices particularly for cleaning ?oors, 
especially ?oors that are present in commercial buildings 
and establishments such as schools, hospitals and retail 
department stores. More particularly, the present invention 
concerns a manually utiliZed device for removing small, 
random scuff marks from ?oor surfaces to thus restore the 
?oor surface to a pleasing aesthetic appearance. 

[0003] 2. Description of the Prior Art 

[0004] Floor scrubbing and buf?ng devices for cleaning 
and Waxing ?oors are Well knoWn in the art. Most ?oor 
scrubbing and buf?ng devices that are in Wide use at the 
present time are poWered devices, using motor poWered 
rotary or oscillatory mechanisms for moving a ?oor cleaning 
or polishing brush head. Such ?oor scrubbing and buf?ng 
devices are typically quite heavy to move from place to 
place and thus are only practical and efficient for cleaning 
large ?oor surfaces. 

[0005] After a ?oor surface has been cleaned and Waxed or 
otherWise prepared, persons simply Walking on the ?oor and 
slightly dragging their feet can cause scuff marks on the ?oor 
surface, Which are small, but nevertheless are of unpleasing 
appearance. It is desirable to remove these scuff marks to 
restore the ?oor surface to a pleasing appearance. Typical 
manual brushes and scrubbing pads have been found largely 
ineffective for removing scuff marks, because they are of 
lightWeight nature, thus requiring the user to apply signi? 
cant doWnWard force on a small manual brush head or 
scrubbing pad under one’s foot With a kicking motion or by 
hand With user on hands and knees to remove the scuff 
marks and restore the appearance of the ?oor surface. 
Though large motoriZed ?oor cleaning and polishing devices 
may be utiliZed, they must be moved to the site of the scuff 
mark and must typically be connected to an electrical poWer 
outlet of the building by an electric poWer cord before their 
use can be initiated. Also, since poWered ?oor cleaning 
equipment is typically quite large and the brushes and pads 
of such poWered ?oor cleaning and polishing equipment are 
much larger than the scuff marks that are being removed, it 
is not practical to consider their use for removal of scuff 
marks. Also, it has been found that small scuff marks are not 
readily removed by large ?oor brushes and pads Whether or 
not they are poWer energiZed. The poWer device operator 
Would most often need to eXert strenuous effort to ‘heel’ the 
poWer device in attempts to remove a scuff mark. Thus, scuff 
marks on otherWise aesthetically pleasing ?oor surfaces 
must typically be ignored until such time as restorative ?oor 
cleaning and polishing is to be done. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

[0006] It is a principal feature of the present invention to 
provide a novel manual scuff mark removal device that can 
typically be transported along With other cleaning service 
equipment, thus providing building maintenance personnel 
With the capability for simply and efficiently removing scuff 
marks from ?oor surfaces and thus permitting the building 
to be more aesthetically pleasing for eXtended periods of 
time. 
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[0007] It is another feature of the present invention to 
provide a novel manual scuff mark removal device Which 
includes a Weighted head, thus effectively reducing the 
amount of doWnWard manual force required by a user for 
removing scuff marks from ?oor surfaces. 

[0008] It is also a feature of the present invention to 
provide a novel manual scuff mark removal device having a 
scuff mark removal pad that may be simply and efficiently 
removed When the pad of the device becomes dirty or 
contaminated. 

[0009] It is an even further feature of the present invention 
to provide a novel manual scuff mark removal device having 
a rather small, Weighted eraser head and a handle for manual 
actuation, thus permitting the typically small scuff marks on 
a ?oor surface to be efficiently lifted from the ?oor surface 
by the user in a standing position and With minimum 
application of manual energy of the Worker using the device. 

[0010] Brie?y, the various objects and features of the 
present invention are realiZed by a rather small, manually 
operated device having an elongate handle Which is manipu 
lated by a Worker and having a rather small Weighed head 
that applies concentrated doWnWard force to the ?oor sur 
face and the scuff mark for accomplishing ef?cient removal 
of the scuff mark from the ?oor surface. The Weighted head 
is typically composed of a polymer material, Within Which 
is encapsulated a Weight member being strategically located 
for application of desired doWnWard force to the head 
structure. If desired, the Weight may be located on a recep 
tacle of the head structure, thus permitting additional Weight 
to be added if desired. The handle structure of the scuff mark 
removal device has a gripping end, thus permitting a Worker 
to efficiently use one hand for comfortable manual use of the 
device. 

[0011] The Weighted head is provided With a pad retention 
system so that a scuff mark lifting and removal pad may be 
removably attached to the head and may be simply and 
efficiently removed from the head and replaced When it 
becomes soiled or contaminated. The scuff mark lifting and 
removal pad may be used With or Without a scuff mark 
removal solution, depending on the character of the scuff 
mark and the character of the ?oor surface. The scuff mark 
lifting and removal pad can be retained by a hook and loop 
fastener system if desired or it can be retained in releasable 
assembly by the head structure by clamps or other suitable 
means. 

[0012] For ef?cient scuff mark removal, the Weighted head 
structure of the device is used With the scuff mark removing 
pad on its planar loWer surface oriented in face-to-face 
relation With the ?oor surface. The Worker Will simply grasp 
the handle of the scuff mark removal device and apply only 
that force that is necessary to move the head back and forth 
on the ?oor surface. During this back and forth movement, 
the Weight of the device Will continuously apply a doWn 
Ward force that is sufficient for efficient scuff mark removing 
activity. When exceptionally dif?cult scuff marks are 
encountered, the head of the scuff mark removal tool can be 
angulated or rested on its front edge during back and forth 
movement for optimum concentration of the scuff mark 
removal force on the ?oor surface for efficient removal of 
scuff marks. 
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

[0013] So that the manner in Which the above recited 
features, advantages and objects of the present invention are 
attained and can be understood in detail, a more particular 
description of the invention, brie?y summarized above, may 
be had by reference to the preferred embodiment thereof 
Which is illustrated in the appended draWings, Which draW 
ings are incorporated as a part hereof. 

[0014] It is to be noted hoWever, that the appended draW 
ings illustrate only a typical embodiment of this invention 
and are therefore not to be considered limiting of its scope, 
for the invention may admit to other equally effective 
embodiments. 

[0015] 
[0016] FIG. 1 is an isometric illustration of a scuff mark 
removal device or tool Which embodies the principles of the 
present invention and is used for removing scuff marks from 
?oor surfaces; 

[0017] FIG. 2 is a side elevational vieW of the scuff mark 
removal device of FIG. 1, shoWing its typical orientation for 
removing scuff marks from ?oor surfaces and having a part 
of the head structure thereof shoWn in section for illustration 
of the internal Weight thereof; 

[0018] FIG. 3 is a side elevational vieW of the scuff mark 
removal device of FIGS. 1 and 2, shoWing angulated 
orientation of the head structure of the device for concen 
trated force application to a ?oor surface; 

[0019] FIG. 4 is a front elevational vieW of the scuff mark 
removal device of FIG. 3, further shoWing the general 
con?guration of the Weighted head structure thereof; 

[0020] FIG. 5 is a side elevational vieW of an embodiment 
of the present invention Which employs one or more hook 
and loop fastener panels for retention of a scuff mark 
removal pad in assembly With the head structure of the 
device; 

[0021] FIG. 6 is a side elevational vieW of another 
embodiment of the present invention Which employs clamp 
ing devices for securing a scuff mark removal pad in 
assembly With the head structure of the device; 

In the DraWings: 

[0022] FIG. 7 is a side elevational vieW of another 
embodiment of the present invention Which employs spring 
energiZed clamping element for retaining a scuff mark 
removal pad in assembly With the head structure of the 
device; 

[0023] FIG. 8 is an isometric illustration of a scuff mark 
removal device representing an alternative embodiment of 
the present invention having one or more replaceable 
Weights Which are assembled to the head structure of the 
device to provide desired dynamic action; 

[0024] FIG. 9 is a sectional vieW of the scuff mark 
removal device of FIG. 8, shoWing structural details thereof; 

[0025] FIG. 10 is a partial sectional vieW of a scuff mark 
removal device representing an embodiment of the present 
invention, With the vieW being taken from one side and 
shoWing a clamping assembly being used to retain a replace 
able scuff mark removal pad in releasable assembly With the 
angulated head structure of the device; and 
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[0026] FIG. 11 is a partial sectional vieW of a scuff mark 
removal device representing a further embodiment of the 
present invention, being similar to the embodiment of FIG. 
10 and shoWing an additional Weight element being releas 
ably secured to the angulated head structure of the device by 
the clamping assembly of FIG. 10. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

[0027] Referring noW to the draWings and ?rst to FIGS. 
1-3, a manually utiliZed scuff mark removal device or tool 
embodying the principles of the present invention is shoWn 
generally at 10 and has an angulated head structure shoWn 
generally at 12. The angulated head structure 12 is generally 
composed of a polymer material Which may be molded, but 
may be formed from a variety of other materials, such as 
aluminum alloy, Wood, hard rubber, or the like. The angu 
lated head structure 12 de?nes a pad support block 14 Which, 
in FIGS. 1-3 is shoWn to be of generally rectangular con 
?guration, de?ning a substantially planar top surface 16, 
parallel side surfaces 18 and 20 a front edge surface 22, a 
bottom generally[]planar surface 24 and a rear surface 26 
having intersection With the bottom generally planar surface 
24. The rear surface 26 is preferably disposed in obtuse 
angular relationship With the bottom generally planar sur 
face 24. The head structure 12 also de?nes an angulated 
handle projection, shoWn generally at 26, Which is prefer 
ably integral With the pad support block 14 and is disposed 
in obtuse angular relation With the pad support block. The 
handle projection de?nes a portion of the rear angulated 
surface 26. The angulated handle projection 26 also de?nes 
in part the side surfaces 18 and 20 of the head structure 12 
and de?ned an angulated front surface 28. Though the 
surfaces of the pad support block and handle projection of 
the head structure are shoWn to be of generally planar 
con?guration, such is not mandatory Within the spirit and 
scope of the present invention. EXcept for the bottom 
generally planar surface 24 and the front edge surface 22, the 
surfaces that de?ne the head structure 12 may be of con 
toured or curved con?guration or may have intersection at 
rounded edges. At its upper portion, the handle projection 26 
is tapered to a smaller upper dimension, being de?ned by 
tapered side surfaces, a tapered front surface 34 and a 
tapered rear surface 36. The handle projection also de?nes 
tapered or inclined upper side surface sections 30 and 32 
Which are disposed in angulated relation With the side 
surfaces 18 and 20 of the angulated or L-shaped head 
structure, thus providing the handle projection With a 
tapered con?guration, tapering to a relative small upper 
handle projection end. Although the handle projection 26 is 
shoWn to be de?ned by multiple planar surfaces, such is not 
intended to control the spirit and scope of the present 
invention. The front, rear and side surfaces of the handle 
projection may be of smoothly curved or contoured con 
?guration if desired and may have rounded or curved 
intersecting surface portions to provide the head structure 
With a sculpted apprearance. The upper end of the handle 
projection is also de?ned by an upper handle projection 
surface 38 Which may be of rectangular con?guration as 
shoWn or it may be of circular or annular con?guration or 
may be substantially ?at or of curved or contoured con?gu 
ration. 

[0028] The handle projection 26 de?nes a handle recep 
tacle 40 Which may be internally threaded if desired for 
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receiving a threaded handle 44 or it may be of cylindrical 
internal con?guration for receiving the loWer cylindrical end 
42 of a handle 44. The connection of the handle 44 With the 
handle receptacle 40 may be established by means of a 
press-?t if desired or the handle may be connected to the 
structure of the handle projection by one or more connecting 
devices, such as pins, screWs, bolts or the like, Which are 
shoWn at 46. The handle 44 is provided With a handgrip 48 
having a socket portion 50 that is received over the upper 
end of the handle 44. 

[0029] As mentioned above, it is desirable that the scuff 
mark removing device or tool 10 have the capability for 
ef?cient lifting or removal of scuff marks from ?oor sur 
faces, Without requiring the using Worker to apply a great 
deal of doWnWard manual force to the head structure. 
Preferably, the Worker Will simply place an appropriate part 
of the scuff mark removal tool in contact With a ?oor surface 
having a scuff mark and then apply only suf?cient manual 
force to move the head structure along the ?oor surface With 
a back and forth movement. For application of suf?cient 
doWnWard force of the head structure against the ?oor 
surface for ef?cient removal of scuff marks, a Weight mem 
ber 60 is encapsulated Within the pad support block as is 
evident from the sectional vieW of FIG., 2. Since the Weight 
member 60 is encapsulated Within the pad support block, the 
material of the pad support block, Which is preferably a 
suitable polymer material, such as polyethylene, polypro 
pylene or the like or any other polymer or non-polymer 
Water and chemical resistant material, the protective mate 
rial of the head structure serves as a protective layer to 
protect the Weight member from corrosion or erosion in the 
presence of caustic or otherWise corrosive cleaning solu 
tions. Thus, the Weight member may be composed of steel, 
iron, lead, Zinc or any other metal or non-metal material 
having a rather high speci?c gravity, Without any risk of its 
being damaged by the cleaning material being used to 
remove scuff marks from a ?oor surface. To minimiZe the 
cost of the Weight member, When a single Weight member is 
employed, the Weight member 60 may be composed of steel 
and may be formed by stamping from a sheet of steel. In the 
preferred embodiment, the Weight member 60 may have a 
thickness of 0.75 inches, a Width of 2.5 inches and a length 
of 4.5 inches. The dimension of the Weight member Will 
typically be controlled by the geometry of the scuff mark 
removal tool and may be designed for speci?c scuff mark 
removal operations. The Weight member 60 is shoWn to be 
of rectangular con?guration, to provide a Weight of minimal 
cost, but its speci?c geometry is not critical to the practice 
of the present invention. The Weight member may be of 
circular, oval, triangular or other con?guration as long as it 
is of a dimension and location to apply doWnWard substan 
tially evenly distributed force to a signi?cant portion of the 
pad support block 14. Also, although a single Weight mem 
ber is shoWn in FIG. 2, it should be borne in mind that the 
term “Weight member” is intended to include tWo or more 
Weight members Which may be strategically located Within 
the pad support block 14 to provide doWnWard evenly 
distributed force to a major portion of the pad support block. 
Since doWnWard force of the scuff mark removal device is 
assisted inherently by the Weight provided in the head 
structure, to accomplish efficient removal of scuff marks 
from a ?oor surface, a Worker need only provide minimal 
doWnWard force along With suf?cient manual force to move 
the device back and forth on a ?oor surface. When the scuff 
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mark removal device is moved on a ?oor surface, its 
inherent “dynamic action” , caused by its encapsulated 
Weight member 60, Will accomplish efficient removal of 
scuff marks With minimal effort. Thus, signi?cant scuff mark 
removal activity may be ef?ciently accomplished by a 
Worker, Without signi?cant manual effort. 

[0030] For ef?cient removal of scuff marks from a ?oor 
surface, it is appropriate to provide the pad support block 14 
With a pad for contact With a ?oor surface. It is also desirable 
to provide for ef?cient replacement of the scuff mark 
removal pad. According to the preferred embodiment of the 
present invention one or more pad attachment panels 62 are 
secured to the bottom planar surface 24 of the pad support 
block 14. The attachment panel 62 may be de?ned by a panel 
of hook and loop fastening material, Which is sold under the 
registered trademark “Velcro®”, Which may be ?Xed to 
desired surfaces of the pad support block by means of any 
suitable adhesive or bonding agent that is capable of resist 
ing the detrimental effects of any cleaning agent that might 
be used during scuff mark removal. A scuff mark removal 
pad 64 is retained in removable assembly With the pad 
support block 14 by the hook and loop fastening panel or 
panels. It is to be borne in mind that the scuff mark removal 
device is intended to be oriented in a variety of positions 
during its use, depending upon the characteristic of scuff 
mark removal to be accomplished. For eXample, the tool 
may be utiliZed With the scuff mark removal pad 64 covering 
the planar bottom surface 24 in contact With a ?oor surface. 
Alternatively, as shoWn in FIG. 2, the scuff mark removal 
head may be oriented so that a forWard corner or toe 66 is 
in contact With the ?oor surface, thus causing the pad 
pressure against the ?oor surface to be elevated due to the 
small surface area of the pad that is in contact With the ?oor 
surface. By pivoting the handle 44 doWnWardly from the ?at 
surface contact position, the angulated heel 68 of the pad 
covered head structure can be used to provide desired scuff 
mark removal by elevated pressure contact of the pad 
covered head structure. Alternatively, as shoWn in FIG. 4, 
the fastening panel and the pad Will cover the front edge 
surface 22 of the Weighted head structure, thus de?ning 
relatively small pad surface for desired scuff mark removal. 
The head structure of the scuff mark removal device can be 
inverted to present the relative small scuff mark removal 
area of the pad to the ?oor surface F. Also, if desired, the 
head structure of the device may be oriented to cause 
pressure elevated contact of the pad corner 70 along the top 
edge of the front edge surface 22 With the ?oor surface. In 
all of these scuff mark removal positions the scuff mark 
removal device is provided With dynamic scuff mark 
removal action due to the presence of the encapsulated 
Weight of the head structure 12. 

[0031] Referring noW to FIGS. 5-7, three differing systems 
are shoWn for releasable attachment of a scuff mark removal 
pad to the head structure of the scuff mark removal device. 
In FIG. 5, the device is shoWn With a scuff mark removal 
pad being attached by a retainer panel or panels of hook and 
loop fastening material, such as discussed above in connec 
tion With FIG. 2. As shoWn in FIG. 6 a scuff mark removal 
pad 64 of the same general character as discussed above is 
releasably secured to the head structure of the scuff mark 
removal device by means of retainer plates 72 and 74 Which 
are secured to the head structure by means of retainer nuts 
76 and 80, such as thumb nuts, Which are received by 
threaded studs 82 and 84 that are ?Xed to the head structure, 
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such as being molded into the head structure during manu 
facture. The embodiment of FIG. 7 shows pad clamp 
devices 86 and 88, Which are preferably spring clamp 
elements, being ?xed to the pad support block 14 of the head 
structure 12, such as by means of screWs. The pad clamp 
devices releasably secure end portions of the scuff mark 
removal pad 64 to the head structure of the device. The pad 
clamp devices are located on the head structure such that the 
elongate scuff mark removal pad is arranged to cover the 
planar bottom surface 24, the front edge surface 22 and to 
bend around the corners to cover the upper and loWer front 
edges and the rear edge of the planar surface, so as to de?ne 
toe 66 and heel 68 angles or corners. This feature permits the 
scuff mark removal device 10 to be oriented at a variety of 
selected positions to effectuate desired scuff mark removal 
by permitting contact of selected regions of the scuff mark 
removal pad With the ?oor surface. At all of these positions, 
the encapsulated or attached Weight or Weights of the device 
provide dynamic scuff mark removal activity simply When 
the pad covered head is manually moved back and forth 
along a ?oor surface. Minimal additional doWnWard manual 
force is needed, unlike the case When ‘heeling’ conventional 
electrical ?oor cleaning or polishing devices in attempts to 
remove scuff marks. 

[0032] Referring noW to FIGS. 8 and 9, a scuff mark 
removal device representing an alternative embodiment of 
the present invention is shoWn generally at 90 and provides 
the user of the device With the capability of increasing or 
decreasing the Weight of the head structure to thus provide 
a desired Weight induced dynamic action as the device is 
manually moved along a ?oor surface during scuff mark 
removal. The scuff mark removal device 90 has a head 
structure shoWn generally at 92, Which is of the same general 
con?guration as discussed above in connection With FIGS. 
1-3 and includes a pad retention system including a hook and 
loop fastener panel or panels 94 for removably securing a 
scuff mark removal pad 96 to the pad support block 98 of the 
head structure. Obviously, the scuff mark removal device of 
FIGS. 8 and 9 could employ the pad retention systems of 
FIGS. 6 and 7 Without departing from the spirit and scope 
of the present invention. The head structure 92 de?nes an 
integral handle projection 100 having a handle receptacle 
102 Within Which is received the loWer end portion of a 
handle 104. The loWer end of the handle is retained Within 
the handle receptacle by one or more handle retainer ele 
ments 106, such as retainer pins, screWs, bolts, etc. 

[0033] It may be desirable to provide the user of the scuff 
mark removal device With the capability for changing the 
Weight With Which the head structure is provided and to 
ensure that the replaceable Weight Will be protected against 
corrosion, erosion or other damage by cleaning ?uid and 
other chemical constituents that are used during scuff mark 
removal. To provide these features, the pad support block 98 
of the head structure 92 is molded or otherWise formed to 
de?ne a Weight receptacle or recess shoWn generally at 108 
Which is of generally rectangular con?guration as shoWn, 
being de?ned by a substantially planar bottom Wall 110, side 
Walls 112 and 114 and front and rear end Walls 116 and 118. 
It should be borne in mind, hoWever, that the Weight recess 
and the Weight received Within it may be of various other 
con?gurations as long as the Weight thereof is fairly evenly 
distributed to the pad support block of the head structure. A 
Weight member 120, Which is preferably in the form of an 
encapsulated Weight, is positioned Within the Weight recep 
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tacle. The encapsulated Weight has a core 122 of high 
speci?c gravity, Which may be de?ned by a metal plate such 
as steel, for eXample, or may be de?ned by any relatively 
heavy non-metal material, such as cement or concrete, for 
eXample. The core 122 is preferably provided With a pro 
tective covering 124 of a polymer material, such as urethane, 
polyethylene or any other Water and chemical resistant 
material. The core 122 de?nes a central opening 126 Which 
is lined by the material of the protective covering. Typically, 
the protective covering Will be applied about the core 122 by 
a molding process, but other protective covering materials 
may be applied to the core in any suitable manner. A 
threaded stud member 128 is ?Xed in any suitable manner to 
the pad support block Within the Weight receptacle 108 and 
projects above the upper surface of the pad support block. A 
retainer nut 130, being composed of a polymer material or 
any other suitable corrosion resistant material, is threaded to 
the stud and serves to retain the encapsulated Weight mem 
ber Within the Weight receptacle. Since the Weight recess is 
open at its top, the Weight member 120 maybe of any 
desirable height and may project upWardly from the Weight 
receptacle if desired. Thus, the Weight member may have 
any desired Weight and Will still be capable of being received 
Within the Weight receptacle. Also, if additional Weight is 
desired, even on a temporary basis, and additional Weight 
member 132 may be positioned on the upper surface of the 
Weight member 120, With the threaded stud 128 passing 
through a central opening thereof. The additional Weight 132 
Will be retained in assembly With the head structure by the 
retainer nut 130. The additional Weight, assuming its core is 
composed of a material that is subject to corrosion, is also 
preferably provided With a protective covering composed of 
a polymer or any other suitable material. 

[0034] With reference to the embodiments of FIGS. 10 
and 11, the scuff mark removal pad may be of elongate 
con?guration to enable it to be positioned around a major 
portion of the angulated head structure of the device and to 
be releasably secured to the angulated head by means of a 
clamp assembly. 
[0035] In vieW of the foregoing it is evident that the 
present invention is one Well adapted to attain all of the 
objects and features hereinabove set forth, together With 
other objects and features Which are inherent in the appa 
ratus disclosed herein. 

[0036] As Will be readily apparent to those skilled in the 
art, the present invention may easily be produced in other 
speci?c forms Without departing from its spirit or essential 
characteristics. The present embodiment is, therefore, to be 
considered as merely illustrative and not restrictive, the 
scope of the invention being indicated by the claims rather 
than the foregoing description, and all changes Which come 
Within the meaning and range of equivalence of the claims 
are therefore intended to be embraced therein. 

We claim: 

1. A manual scuff mark removal tool for removing scuff 
marks from ?oor surfaces, comprising: 

an angulated head structure having a pad support block 
Which de?nes a generally planar bottom surface and a 
front edge surface being oriented in transverse relation 
of said generally planar bottom surface, said angulated 
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head structure having a handle projection oriented in 
angular relation With said pad support block and de?n 
ing a handle receptacle; 

a handle being received by said handle receptacle and 
being oriented in substantial alignment With said 
handle projection for positioning said handle in angular 
relation With said pad support block; 

at least one Weight member continuously applying a 
Weight induced doWnWard force from said angulated 
head structure to the ?oor surface; 

a replaceable scuff mark removal pad being of a dimen 
sion and con?guration for covering said generally 
planar bottom surface; and 

a pad retention device releasably securing said replace 
able scuff mark removal pad to said generally rectan 
gular bottom surface and said front edge surface. 

2. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 1, 
comprising: 

said at least one Weight member being encapsulated 
Within said angulated head structure. 

3. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 1, 
comprising: 

said at least one Weight member being encapsulated 
Within said pad support block of said angulated head 
structure. 

4. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 1, 
comprising: 

said at least one Weight member being at least one Weight 
member encapsulated Within said angulated head struc 
ture and at least one Weight member being removably 
attached to said angulated head structure. 

5. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 1, 
comprising: 

said pad retention device being a clamp assembly 
mounted to said angulated head structure and providing 
clamp elements on opposed sides of said angulated 
head structure; 

at least one clamp retainer element being connected With 
said angulated head structure and being adjustable to 
provide retaining support for said clamp elements; and 

said replaceable scuff mark removal pad having a pair of 
attachment ends each being releasably retained by one 
of said clamp elements. 

6. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 5, 
comprising: 

said at least one Weight member being at least one Weight 
member encapsulated Within said angulated head struc 
ture; and 

at least one Weight member being removably attached to 
said angulated head structure by said at least one clamp 
retainer element. 

7. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 1, 
comprising: 

said pad support block being of generally rectangular 
con?guration and de?ning a front edge surface being 
oriented in transverse relation With said generally pla 
nar bottom surface; 
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said replaceable scuff mark removal pad covering said 
generally planar bottom surface and covering said front 
edge surface; and 

said angulated head structure being selectively position 
able for contacting a ?oor surface With said scuff mark 
removal pad covering said generally planar surface and 
said scuff mark removal pad covering said front edge 
surface. 

8. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 1, 
comprising: 

said pad retention device being a panel of hook and loop 
fastener material being adhered to at least said gener 
ally planar bottom surface; and 

said replaceable scuff mark removal pad being releasably 
adhered to said panel of hook and loop fastener mate 
rial and being replaceable When soiled. 

9. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 1, 
comprising: 

said pad retention device being a pair of mechanical 
retainer elements being ?Xed to said pad support block 
and adapted for releasable retaining engagement With 
end portions of said replaceable scuff mark removal 
pad for releasably securing said replaceable scuff mark 
removal pad to said pad support block and permitting 
replacement of said scuff mark removal pad When 
soiled. 

10. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 9, 
comprising: 

said pad support block de?ning a top surface and de?ning 
a front edge surface having angle intersection With said 
generally planar bottom surface and said top surface 
de?ning a rear surface having angular intersection With 
said generally planar bottom surface; and 

one of said pair of mechanical retainer elements being 
mounted to said top surface adjacent said front edge 
surface and one of said pair of mechanical retainer 
elements being mounted to said rear surface adjacent 
said generally planar bottom surface; and 

said scuff mark removal pad having opposed ends and 
extending from said top surface over said front edge 
surface over said planar bottom surface to said rear 
surface and being retained at said opposed ends thereof 
by said mechanical retainer elements. 

11. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 1, 
comprising: 

a handle projection being integral With and de?ned by 
said angulated head structure; 

a handle being ?Xed to said handle projection; and 

a handgrip being provided on said handle and being 
located for ease of grasping by a Worker. 

12. A manual scuff mark removal tool for removing scuff 
marks from ?oor surfaces, comprising: 

a head structure having a pad support block de?ning a 
generally planar bottom surface and a front edge sur 
face oriented in transverse relation With said generally 
planar bottom surface, said head structure de?ning a 
handle receptacle; 
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a handle being received by said handle receptacle and 
being oriented in angular relation With said pad support 
block; 

at least one Weight member on said head structure for 
continuously applying a Weight induced doWnWard 
force from said angulated head structure to the ?oor 
surface; 

a replaceable scuff mark removal pad being of a dimen 
sion and con?guration for covering at least said gen 
erally planar bottom surface and said front edge sur 
face; and 

a pad retention device releasably securing said replace 
able scuff mark removal pad to at least said generally 
rectangular bottom surface and said front edge surface. 

13. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 12, 
comprising: 

said at least one Weight member being encapsulated 
Within said pad support block of said angulated head 
structure. 

14. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 12, 
comprising: 

said at least one Weight member being at least one Weight 
member encapsulated Within said angulated head struc 
ture and at least one Weight member being removably 
attached to said angulated head structure. 

15. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 12, 
comprising: 

said pad retention device being a clamp assembly 
mounted to said angulated head structure and providing 
clamp elements on opposed sides of said angulated 
head structure; 

at least one clamp retainer element being connected With 
said angulated head structure and being adjustable to 
provide retaining support for said clamp elements; and 

said replaceable scuff mark removal pad having a pair of 
attachment ends each being releasably retained by one 
of said clamp elements. 

16. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 15, 
comprising: 

said at least one Weight member being at least one Weight 
member encapsulated Within said angulated head struc 
ture; and 
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at least one Weight member being removably attached to 
said angulated head structure by said at least one clamp 
retainer element. 

17. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 12, 
comprising: 

said pad retention device being a pair of mechanical 
retainer elements being ?xed to said pad support block 
and adapted for releasable retaining engagement With 
end portions of said replaceable scuff mark removal 
pad for releasably securing said replaceable scuff mark 
removal pad to said pad support block and permitting 
replacement of said scuff mark removal pad When 
soiled. 

18. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 17, 
comprising: said pad support block de?ning a top surface 
and de?ning a front edge surface having intersection With 
said generally planar bottom surface and said top surface, 
said pad support block de?ning a rear surface having angular 
intersection With said generally planar bottom surface; and 

one of said pair of mechanical retainer elements being 
mounted to said top surface adjacent said front edge 
surface and one of said pair of mechanical retainer 
elements being mounted to said rear surface adjacent 
said generally planar bottom surface; and 

said scuff mark removal pad having opposed ends and 
extending from said top surface over said front edge 
surface over said planar bottom surface to said rear 
surface and being retained at said opposed ends thereof 
by said mechanical retainer elements. 

19. The manual scuff mark removal tool of claim 12, 
comprising: 

a handle projection being integral With and de?ned by 
said angulated head structure and being disposed in 
angulated relation With said generally planar bottom 
surface; 

a handle being ?Xed to said handle projection; and 

a handgrip being provided on said handle and being 
located for ease of grasping by a Worker. 


